Securing the Modern Enterprise
To excel in today’s marketplace, businesses need to be exceptional. They need to make smart, data-driven decisions,
support efficient processes and delight customers wherever they want to interact. Businesses are turning to technology
to get there. Workforces are mobile-enabled, apps and data are scalable on the cloud, collaboration is instant and deep
insights are revealed from customer data.
However, this complex and growing environment poses new security challenges as attacks grow more sophisticated by the
day. More than ever, it’s important to have an integrated approach to accurately identify, prevent and respond to security
threats. Lighthouse can be the partner that helps you strengthen your capabilities and build a modern integrated security
environment.

Work with Lighthouse: A trusted
security partner
Since 1995, we’ve been making modern IT available to
enterprises of every size. We provide services in Hybrid
Cloud, Analytics, Infrastructure and we also help
enterprises secure it all from cyber threats. We provide
solutions that work for your environment, your vision and
your unique business objectives. 90% of our customers
choose to work with us again because we deliver great
results, earn their trust and are dedicated to their success.
Over the last 20 years, this approach to business has
earned us:
• Talented teams: Built a strong team of 200+ dedicated and
talented consultants

Integrate your environment to protect
your business from new and emerging
threats
Modern enterprises face a number of security challenges on
their way to success. Complex environments and new and
emerging threats make it hard to maintain consistent system
security. For years, Lighthouse has helped companies
devise, deploy and support industry-leading security
solutions. Our experienced security practitioners can help
you address specific security areas or move towards an
integrated cybersecurity capability.
We can help you with:
• Identity and access management (IAM)

• Solid growth: Achieved consistent growth, with double digit
growth in the past 3 years

• Security intelligence and analytics

• Loyal clients: Maintained 75% of our original customers

• Mobile protection

• First-rate partnerships: Closely connected partner with leading
innovators such as IBM, Microsoft, Red Hat and more

• Endpoint management

• Industry honors: Received recognition through IBM’s North
America Strategic Business Partner Award, IBM Watson Finalist
Award, Gartner Cool Vendor Award, SC Magazine’s Innovator
Hall of Fame and many more
With our headquarters in Rhode Island, we are regionally
focused on providing exceptional services to clients in
the US Northeast. We live and work where our clients do,
which allows us to provide rapid on-site support, foster
long-term relationships and gain deep knowledge of our
clients’ environments.

• Incident response

• Cybersecurity services
• Security microservices

Identity and access management (IAM)

Security intelligence and analytics

Modernize your cybersecurity and IAM capabilities to protect
against today’s toughest threats.

Monitor and respond to threats with sophisticated security
intelligence.

Today’s highly-connected business environments are
threatened by fast moving and evolving cyber threats that
can put your business, your employees and your customers
at risk. Since attacks can come from anywhere, safeguarding
your business demands a multidisciplinary approach to
enterprise security.

Today’s threat landscape is evolving faster than
organizations can hire security professionals to keep their
systems safe. Responding to these risks requires smarter,
intelligence-driven solutions that focus on maximizing
resource effectiveness and minimizing damage.

We’ll help you use IAM to give the right people the right
access to your business’s resources, whether it’s on the
cloud, on mobile or on-premises. We can provide your
security teams with expert support and advanced technology
to protect, prepare and respond to attacks on your systems.
We’ll help you protect your business and rapidly respond to
incidents while maximizing the efficiency of your resources.
We can help you use IAM microservices to bridge the gap
between your existing IAM infrastructure and modern,
flexible and cost-saving cloud-based infrastructure. You’ll
expose IAM capabilities as a service to applications,
devices and other integration platforms. This includes
microservices for identity and access data processing,
authentication, authorization, identity lifecycle management
and governance.
From strategy through implementation, we’ll help you deploy
IAM solutions from the industry’s best technology providers.
We can also provide customized offerings to protect your
data, users and infrastructure.
Here’s where we can help:
• IAM advisory and implementation services: Modernize your IAM
systems to be more capable and affordable, from assessment
to continuous delivery of infrastructure, IAM services and
configuration.
• IAM microservices infrastructure: Use modern cloud-based
infrastructure and IAM microservices to react faster to changes in
business requirements, reduce costs and prepare for the future
with pre-built APIs for integration of access, governance and
cybersecurity services.

Lighthouse can help you readily deploy solutions that
solve your most complex security challenges. We help you
eliminate blind spots and provide visibility to what really
matters. Our experienced security professionals offer
essential expertise, approaches and solutions. We help you
effectively monitor the security of your environment, improve
your security systems and quickly identify, analyze and
respond to potential security threats.
We can help you:
• Detect potential insider threats: Use advanced analytics and
machine learning to identify and investigate threats before they
disrupt your business or damage your systems.
• Resolve complex incidents quickly and efficiently: Deploy industryleading incident response capabilities to take instant action on
security alerts, gain valuable intelligence on incident context and
enable adaptive response to threats.
• Empower security analysts with AI: Automate investigation of
incidents to identify threats, use AI reasoning to make connections
to threats and reveal insights on high-priority risks and impacted
systems.

Endpoint management

Cybersecurity services

Protect your business, reduce costs and increase
productivity with endpoint management.

Build the strategy that transforms your cybersecurity
program.

Modern employees need access to business data, tools and
apps, so they can do their jobs where and when they want to
connect. For your IT department, that means securing and
managing a diverse and growing network of devices—from
laptops to tablets. Each of these endpoints is a potential
entryway for malicious actors to reach your network, steal
data or compromise your systems.

A comprehensive cybersecurity program is key to protect
your organization from threats and ensure you are ready
with efficient response strategies and protection plans for
the future. Lighthouse can help you develop, implement and
maintain security capabilities that will better protect your
business from attacks.

With industry-leading endpoint security technology,
Lighthouse can help you deploy a powerful answer to
endpoint security threats. We can help you centralize
endpoint management, enable mobility, automate patching
and shore up your defenses with next-gen antivirus. You’ll
help employees be more productive and use their devices
in a way that’s safe and compliant with the rules of your
business.
We can help you deploy the trifecta of endpoint security:
• Patch automation: Establish a centralized system to automate
patching that will secure your enterprise endpoints, and test
patches on systems before they go into operations.
• Mobility: Solve the challenges of complex ‘bring-your-owndevice’ mobile environments, and secure your endpoints to help
employees be productive while keeping the environment secure
and compliant.
• Next-gen antivirus: Deploy a new breed of powerful, lightweight
next-gen antivirus capabilities that go far beyond traditional
malware protections.

Our services include strategy consulting, intelligence,
incident response and data and application security. With our
help, you’ll be able to design and install exceptional security
capabilities, upgrade your systems without added risk and
grow in sophistication at the right pace for your business.
Here’s how we can help:
• Security strategy, risk and compliance: Design effective IT risk
and security programs, improve security governance and manage
regulatory compliance more effectively.
• Security intelligence and operations consulting: Develop
intelligence-driven security operations that fit your budget and risk
requirements.
• Cybersecurity assessment and response: Be prepared for security
attacks and ensure quick and efficient response plans.
• Data and application security: Protect sensitive information with
exceptional data and application security capabilities.
• 24/7 monitoring services: Protect your business around-the-clock
with our 24/7 managed SIEM services.

Let’s keep your business safe
We’re excited to have an energized conversation about your security challenges, enterprise vision and
business goals. It’s time to see how we can improve your security systems so your business can maximize
its performance and minimize its risk. We’re here, with regional knowledge and local resources at the ready,
to help your business succeed. Let’s get started.
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